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WILD WATERS*

Why not swim across 
 Martha’s  Vineyard

where weather may turn 
 at any  instant 

from                     Arctic blast to Malibu dunk

It can’t be worse 
 than          Cheever’s Neddy 

whose story turned
 indeed      that  quickly

from                    golden boy to fraudulent bunk

If you delve into  
                   wild  waters

You might excite
                  the          No Limit Look 

You might even emerge 
                  in          solid  sync 

Roy J. Adams
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with moto-  
     
 cross,   tech-
no,

manga,                  punk
      

*Inspired by Hanya Yanagihara’s “Because It’s There,” 
New York Times Style Magazine, February 14, 2016 
and by advertising copy in the same issue for the 
No Limit look.
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WINTER WIND

How  do  you
kick  up  your  heels
with  such  gusto
at  three  in  the  morning?

Your  rage  rattles
windows  and  doors,
your  wails  mournful
as  a  banshee  scorned

Awakened
we  dangle  on  bedsides
like  tree  branches
bent  from  your  rampage.

    

Katherine Noone



STANLEY PARK

If leaves were red we would have all gone mad;
if black, dire and shadowy on the eyes,
we would not have left the surrounding sea,
we would never have taken heart.

       If white,
we would have been blinded with what we had, 
stumbled against the unsound trees, the flies
and bees humming in pain, trying to see
in a drained world that daily pines for night.

Once there were creatures who were just like us,
living near us in the African veldt,
walking in the meadows just after dawn.
They craved black leaves, pink trees, and yellow grass,
that was what they wanted, was how they felt, 
so we stand here at noon, and they are gone. 

 

Daniel J. Langton
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THE WEED THAT GROWS WILD

The weed that grows wild
That you can’t stomp out
Green leaf purple buds

The weed that gets you talking 
Laughing
Presence weed, fabulizing weed
Washington’s weed
That makes a great shirt

Weed you can’t ignore growing on the path
So aromatic
That weed you had once in Ireland
In Honolulu
Good writing weed, mood indica
The blue-budded pain-easing herb
Its grey threads pulled in from burning embers

Coughing weed       
 
To exfoliate the lungs
To stop the spinning
To stop the vomiting
That grows up everywhere wind-born
Tough spirited
The flower’s flower of power
Sticky on the fingers 

Robert Priest



Community weed that binds the many 
In one smoke, one secret

Weed whose seed we eat for protein
That bees feed on
Skunk weed you smell on your clothes for days
Gusts puffing up from the breast pocket

Weed so pretty you hate to break a bud
Strange prayer weed you hardly dare smoke
That frightens you 
Enlightens you

Earth weed in exile
Paraquotted, burned in heaps
Weed that puts a man away for years

Sacred weed with will of air and fire
Popping up everywhere
Like truth
Like the hydra
Wanting to get into people’s heads

Poem weed
Kept in a box by the bed
Dark comedy marijuana,
Good music-listening herbiage
Widening you 
For all harmonies
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Good sex sativa that makes your flesh
A sponge to bliss, to friction
To fiction
Good tongue weed that heightens
All tastes because
It makes a mind out of your mouth

At-long-last weed after a day’s work
Lost flowertops you still hunt for
Obsessively even years later
A twin to the molecule of bliss

The best
Streaming weed, radiating from all fingers
All eyes
With outlaw grace
These purple rays
These beams of smoke
That toll
The long green gongs
Of goddesses in us
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ANATOMY - ABSTRACT THOUGHT & BALANCING ACT



 

Even in grief, there can be joy. As such, John Sibley Williams’ 
Disinheritance, haunts but just as passionately delights. His 
poems suggest a yearning to decipher ordinary and ritualistic 
occurrences beyond their surface meaning; to question and 
observe loss at its most elemental state. At the same time, his 
tender, grieving words hint at the solace of uncertainty, the 
peace of knowing things just are and events just happen. 
 
In “Bone River (i),” the first of his collection, Williams observes 
the innocence of his child’s fluid and unaware movements:

 
 Our child experiments with her
 limbs, displacing air and
 waiting for the vacancy to fill.
 
To this familiar, often overlooked gesture, Williams adds more complex 
and existential questions:

 What is it here I have done 
 and am waiting for?

Unlikely as it is for the child to be interrogating his or her own actions this 
way, Williams’ questions give the child’s gesture a tangible yet undeter-
mined purpose. The child cannot be sure of what his actions will amount 
to. In many ways, neither can we and I believe Williams makes a point 
of emphasizing this. We can never be exactly sure of how our deliberate 
or accidental actions will affect the world around us. This same sense of 
shared uncertainty can be read in the final lines of the poem:

 

DISINHERITANCE by John Sibley Williams 

(Maryland, USA: Apprentice House, 2016, $11.99, 98 pages)

Review by Kian Vaziri-Tehrani
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 For what it’s worth, love,
 a stone asks the same
 question of the river.
 Have I broken you yet?

William’s interrelating of Man and Nature appears again in one of my 
favorite poems of the collection, “Salmon Run.” Though the poem itself 
can be interpreted in different ways, Williams’ creates clear, powerful 
links between the movement of fish upstream and the human struggle. 
The first two lines read: 

 The river comes bloody to our shore and we are thinking
 less of causes than how to abstain from drinking.

Here, Williams promotes the questioning of “cause” rather than simply 
worrying about consequences. In fact, the poem as a whole has an inspir-
ing tone:
 
 It is hard
 but a good thing to say no sometimes  
 to these choiring fish and violent incisions of sawgrass.
 It is good, this struggle.

The poem moves from supporting temperance to encouraging freedom 
and the breaking of the mold:

 The heavens 
 and the earth can only keep us 
 inside so long.

Much like the “bundled schools” of salmon, we too must break free of 
our self-contained “inside” space and venture onto our paths. Williams 

xx   l  xi  
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acknowledges the cyclic nature of our journey; we, like the salmon, move 
“toward whatever it was our / great-grandfathers were.” Instead of dwell-
ing on the notion of an unavoidable fate, Williams refreshes us and puts 
our minds at ease with the next two lines by reminding us that there is 
a “temporary holiness of knowing / all [our] mistakes have been made 
before.” 

Not all of Williams’ poems are as expansive however; some, like the touch-
ing “Ceremony”, take place in a single grieving room. Despite no direct 
mention of loss, Williams’ words hint at the passing of a life. From the first 
stanza, this poem encloses you in an uncomfortable but familiar space and 
time, a “room of too many / exits” during “deep / unreturnable winter” 
The “ritual candles,” that the poet mentions will be reused “soon enough,” 
allude to the recurring nature of loss. 

In the powerful third stanza, Williams gives external body and shape to an 
internal appeal: 

 Something like prayer
 but without the certainty
 flutters aimlessly between us
 with no place to land.

The “certainty of prayer” is challenging, almost ironic; its “aimless flutter-
ing” suggests an insincerity and incompletion of thought. The room Wil-
liams’ describes is inhabited not only by people but by palpable thoughts, 
“prayer”, and “opaque breath.” The result is gloomy, but beautiful. The 
mystical nature of the room characterizes the otherworldly “Ceremony” 
which takes place within its walls.

The poem seems to be leading you somewhere, possibly converging on an 
idea or an image. The stanzas are progressing: winter is here, snowflakes 
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The writer who with trepidation wrote in a poem titled “Nearing Forty” 
of the coming day “when I may judge my work / by the bleak modesty 
of middle age,” is now nearing eighty, with no visible diminishment of his 
poetic power. Derek Walcott, born on the island of St. Lucia in 1930, has 
had an unusually prolific and long-lived career as a poet and playwright, 
one marked both by early promise and late flowering. Having published 
his first poem in 1944 at the age of fourteen, in 1992 he received a Nobel 
Prize for his efforts, two years after the publication of Omeros marked the 
ambitious turn of his verse from lyric to epic narrative. This selection of 
his poems, edited by Edward Baugh, is long overdue; since the publication 
of his last Collected Poems, published in 1986, much of his best work has 
appeared, and he has increased tremendously in reputation and in stature. 
This nicely printed volume, with one of Walcott’s own paintings on the 
front, at just over three hundred pages is still too short. Nonetheless, it 
offers the reader a thoughtful selection of work that gives a good sense of 
Walcott’s range and poetic power. 

Baugh begins his selection with a series of poems from Walcott’s first 
book, In a Green Light: Poems 1948-1960. In these early selections, many 
of Walcott’s themes and formal qualities are already visible; the recogni-
tion of the violent and miscegenous heritage of the Caribbean, the fraught 
conversation with a Western tradition that both inspires and inhibits the 
native writer, the use of dialect and colloquialism, the love of the people 
and the landscape of his island heritage. In a poem called “Islands” Wal-
cott makes explicit the link between his poetics and his native land. “I seek 
/ as climate seeks its style, to write / Verse crisp as sand, clear as sunlight, 
/ Cold as the curved wave, ordinary / as a tumbler of island water”(18). 
The beauty of the ocean serves for Walcott as both muse and solace for 
the trials of history, and inspires many of the gorgeous word pictures of the 
poems. As Walcott wrote in his Nobel acceptance speech, “Visual surprise 
is natural in the Caribbean; it comes with the landscape, and faced with its 
beauty, the sigh 

SELECTED POEMS by Derek Walcott

(Farrar, Straus and Giroux, 2007, $31.00, 328 pages)

Review by Ariela Freedman

 

smother the candle, prayers flutter aimlessly, breath is opaque, and 
then… To end the poem, Williams presents us with these two lines: 

 There is a fever-pitched giving
 and an inevitable taking.

I think this best exemplifies the brilliance of Disinheritance. Despite 
the grief in his poems, Williams always leaves us with something more 
to chew on. There is a universality and a balance in his poems. There 
is mourning and perseverance; assurance and uncertainty; a definite 
struggle and a possible resolution. But as Williams said it best: “It is good, 
this struggle.”

  l  xi  
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AMERICAN HARPY 

We found a frozen river bass discarded  
on the banks of the Mississippi,

its insides bruised pink, stiffened
eyes empty as gaping lips. 

It was a Saturday,
Saint Valentine’s Day.
 
A bald eagle skimmed the water
and caught a fish in its claws.

We watched this. 
The bird flew over us, stirring wind

when it dropped the thing, 
scales slipping from polished talons.

Was it an accident? Was this malice? 
Our neighbour Bob, who summers in Canada,

is a card-carrying member of the NRA. 
A local historian of sorts, he conducts 

the church choir’s lovely organ strains.
Says he recalls when the KKK

ran the only bridge across the river in Dubuque. 
Isn’t that insane?—

Cassidy McFadzean



rows of white sheets
hanging from clotheslines of neoclassical homes,

next to drying boxer briefs. 
—It was the 90s. 

At night, we walked past a window illuminated:
the house of the president of the university.
 
Bodies gathered around a dinner table, 
pouring wine, discussing policies, 

and we recalled students marching to the house’s entryway
when an artist placed a hooded figure

in the Old Capitol’s walkway.  
If I came bearing bones, an ill-thought effigy,

would I be let into the president’s foyer? 
The snowbanks outside glinted with ice, 
 
a hill so sleek with crystals 
it could carry me into the river.

Inside the library, in a Heartland State, 
a dozen birds-of-prey appeared 

in the window behind the stage
as a man read to us his poetry.

Should art rouse us? Should it placate?
What if the eagle wasn’t bald?

6 VALLUM
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It was an American Harpy: 
black feathers, black beak, 

the most powerful talons of any species,
its cry restricted to one screech. 
 
It was a new emblem for this country,  
a fiercer image of freedom we could follow
 
along the water of the Mississippi 
to Ferguson, to Missouri.



FLORIDA 

This is the tropical nightmare glimpsed
in newscasts of hurricanes battering the coast—
wild sashay of palms, beach sand flaying
the air, rain like a Biblical flood from above.
Zigzag of mosquitoes, humidity so dense
and moisture-laden your feet squelch 
in your sandals. Wisconsin weather at Florida prices,
grumbles a man in Hawaiian shorts.
Lightning splices the sky and geckos flee
across the sidewalk. Your body becomes a swamp—

sodden with sweat, infested. Scarlet fungus
snakes around your torso. But later you’ll miss
the little white studio with its filthy floors,
the clatter of ceiling fans, the woman
in the next apartment who warbled in Spanish—
it sounded like one long lamentation,
a ceaseless complaint—
then the sudden sweet shout of her orgasm.

You’ll remember the pink hibiscus.
The green parrot perched atop green coconuts.
Even if you never saw a manatee, or a crocodile,
you saw grackles blackening
the power lines in parking lots at sunset.
The intricate structures of a banyan tree,
its roots and branches a complicated city
a hundred years old, destined to live a thousand.

Evelyn Lau
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IGNITE

For weeks you had the sensation
of all your pores opening, hundreds of thousands
of grains in your skin’s surface,
tiny apertures blooming.

*

Here in Olympic Village, the day is chemical bright.
The sun ignites the seagull’s wild glare,
the windows of the highrises stacked around the creek.
The sheen of his upper lip.

*

Beneath the bottle-green water, metal and glass.

*

Last week a former student
recognized you on the street, seized your hand
in both of hers, apologized for not staying—
I’m on a day pass, they won’t let me out
of the psych ward again if I’m late!
Her camel coat and tidy hair distracted you
from her shiny, staring eyes.

*



He spent a month in the psych ward,
gazing into the wall’s blank page. The line blurred
between wake and sleep, life and death.

*

You swallow more meds, sleep less and less.
A lone bird trilling into the dark
startles you with its small hope.

*

He doesn’t remember where he used to live,
just the sickness of vertigo. The precipice view.
You could rescue yourself when you were younger
but now even stairs are treacherous.

*

The tourists circle the seawall
with maps unfolded, giddy from the sun
and saltwater. He has the longest lashes
you’ve seen on a man, and already
you are following him as if he knew anything.

10 VALLUM
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RATATOSK

In the Old Norse,
“Bore-tooth.”
Family: sciuridae,
from the ancient Greek: skiouros,
meaning “shadow-tailed.”

He is a streak of red 
zigzagging down that grey ash, 
hind legs outstretched as he runs 
away from the Eagle.

He has new words for Nídhögg, 
can easily leap 
onto that scaly head, 
whisper them into his ear, 
brown ear-tufts tickling 
dragon ear drums. 

And the dragon will 
rear his head and send 
him flying with a message 
for the Eagle, and Ratatosk 
will zigzag up this time, 
thinking of ways 
to embellish Nídhögg’s words, 
sow even more dissent.

Kyla Neufeld



At night he will curl up 
in the moss and leaves 
of his nest, tucked away 
in Yggdrasil’s branches, 
and snicker as he closes 
his almond eyes. Tomorrow 
he will begin again.
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THE SCURRYING WHITE MICE DISAPPEAR

Where have they gone? The cage door  
unlocked is left open but that answers  
nothing. The snow outside will hide them 
if they are successful in crafting flattened  
versions of themselves and leave through  
the space where the high wall ends. This is  
only the nothing that is. Not a horror, or 
no more so than any other effacing trace, 
a novel of one-hundred chapters that 
meanders until it arrives at the end where 
on the last page the reader sees, strange 
coincidence, his or her name. Spelled with 
different letters but still the same name. 
Closing the cover unmasks the guillotine 
and kills the mice. This is a well-known 
structuralist principle.

Mary Jo Bang
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CHAINSAW DHAMMA

After the pre-dawn hour of chanting
and meditation in the dhamma hall
on Setting in Motion the Wheel of Dhamma
lokutaro yo ca tadattha-dipano
(that which is beyond the conditioned world)

and after the hot oatmeal
prepared by the anagarikas in white         lay attendants

remains of frost dripping off the kitchen roof

the monks in saffron robes
reassemble for the morning meeting
the chores monk assigns a team
to cut away all the brushwood on the trail
below a height of thirteen feet
so that the Nor-Cal cement truck
can drive securely up to the unfinished
Monks’ Utilities Building
without scratching its paint

He warns to be mindful
when using the chainsaw
to cut no more than
two or three manzanitas in a row
the wood is so hard
the chain will heat up
stretch
and maybe snake off its
saw bar rail

Peter Dale Scott
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Anicca vata sankhara
(all forms are impermanent)

Pali words
that have been chanted daily
without a break

for over two thousand years

[Wat Abhayagiri, January 10, 2009]



NOVEMBER’S END

Inside—chocolate eyes 
melting into hot cocoa tears,
outside—the winds, 
fierce as angered ostriches—         
everyone’s gotta be there 
one of these years—
chase cats of fire
—eyed water along the 
asphalt and sidewalk 
in our wicked storm.     

Below the fat fish—bellied 
clouds flowing around
monolith steel & glass,
the city walls absorb
what’s left of light

The bars & restaurants 
are full of crowds of 
wet people, sheep dank 
and dog shaking, and my
coffee is Irish, as is my
temper and; sweet,
sticky, and inviting as
your eyes now here are,
and have always been, 
I am just so sorry

But, yes, I am 
leaving your lies

Michael J. Shepley
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NO DIRECTION

Long way out of Inverness I wasn’t watching

Twenty minutes north before you ‘realized’

The sun setting on the wrong side

Laughed it off and turned around

But imagine how far we’d have been if you had kept on driving

Left our bags in the Newtonmore guest house

Forgotten your cold Edinburgh home

And recalled some dormant spirit of adventure

I know you were tempted—I know the way you

Drive for hours with your boy asleep in the backseat

Your eyes wide searching either side of the way

For some attraction to justify the journey

I think you weren’t only tempted but you strayed on purpose

Wanted to see if I would tell you to turn around but I would never

I know the north sea was waiting for you

That afternoon—or, it would have been morning

I know that you would have hit the shore taken the ferry

Driven to the furthest of the isles and you would have

Parked on the last errant cowlick of Scotland

And you would have thought I am not satisfied

Adam Zachary



THE RIVAL

Who poured concrete on my sheets? Drew  
This stone lid across my face? And why drag  
The children in? Even Janet Malcom can’t 
Resist: she stares bravely from the distant planet

Of the biographer’s face and weighs her 
Odds. The moon too, abases her subjects, but she  
Writes them in the stark light of their faults, never  
Taking sides. The truth is, though some days I lusted  
 
For death I have never meant it. I have meant  
I can’t see a way forward. I have meant shed this  
Corset. Death has been my kryptonite, not  
My destination. I despise you,  
 
But I never meant for you to follow me: 
Not in life or death. I know you are shattered by love.  
Aren’t we all? Well, perhaps everyone but Olwyn,  
Stubbornly clinging to her unloving mouth.  
 
The moon appears every night. There’s no  
Avoiding her. I would wipe your brow  
With my mouth and beg you, beauty, beg you take 
Your child and make of yourself a home. 

Sina Queyras
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THE BEAST IN THE GARDEN

“Mountain lion tours Gourmet Ghetto” 

—Berkeleyside (headline), August 31, 2010

Pecking and pecking at the chicken-coop wire
The chicken cannot hear the chicken-keeper;
Eggs fall apart; their shells cannot hold;
Loose embryos are spilled into the world,
The bloody yolks are spilled, and everywhere
Sustainable ingredients are spoiled;
Chefs waste in the kitchen, while the birds
Scratch at scraps with passionate intensity.

Surely a food revolution is at hand; 
Surely some regional cuisine is at hand. 
The Seventh Cuisine! Hardly’s the joke out
When a totem out of Mutual of Omaha 
Starts from nowhere—The Seventh Cougar,
Face with lion body and the tread of a feather, 
Night-eyed and pitiless, ranging as the moon.
It twitches tipped ears, and before it 
Flee the horns of the abundant urban deer. 
The wild vanishes—but won’t disappear 
When twenty hundred thousand years of terror
Shoot the hot blood when it’s our flesh stalked, 
And the predator, its buck passed round at last, 
Crouches behind Chez Panisse, and is shot. 

Jim Fisher
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SHIFTING BASELINE SYNDROME

A cup of coffee was always a dollar fifty. The fisheries were always at 
their current level. From the windows of an airplane the Great Lakes 
were always noosed in four-lane highways. The land was always  
distributed in neat tight little stamps. There were never any birds 
here. A moose was always a rare sighting. The bats were always  
dying. The wilderness was always accessible for the day rate of 
twelve-fifty a car, and the highly reasonable season rate of a hundred-
and-fifteen. Speaking of cars, there were always cars. There were 
always tailing ponds. There were always spider webs of six-lane 
highways, eight-lane highways, ten-lane highways. There were always 
continents. There were always oil spills visible from space. There were 
always clearcuts the exact shape and size of Kansas. We were always 
one heartbeat away from cancer. There was always somebody to hate 
and always a reasonable way to hate them. Our baselines haven’t 
shifted—you have. We were always hemmed in by landfill, our rivers 
were always flammable, our lakes always figments of our imagination. 
There was always a view from the airplane window. Always.

Aaron Kreuter
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MARKS ON THE ICE

Slippery scales slide

grip ruts

with sharpened metallic

plates of underbelly.

It thrusts through drifts

that burst to dust

leaving 

encrusted trails, slithered

tracks, in hard black ice.

In blizzard nights

the wriggling

serpent 

rattles its armoured shell

on the brittle crush of

the great frozen lake

unseen to eyes.

Evan Hoskins



SCHIZOPHRENIC

the story starts with
a daughter
image of a white dove
& stops with a shrinking room
the crushing ceiling
rushing to meet her

between the beginning & the end
his voice visits her
from time to time
the sweaty fear of fear
glides by, a bicycle
he wears a cock-feathered cap
she has something in her hair
an orchid?
he moves to gently inhale
he moves to strike
choking 
throaty sounds
creaking floors
rumbling prayers crumbling

she sees
double doors flung open
not the bird as it flies
over the fields of summer
but a blank impenetrable wall

kjmunro
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BEDLAM SPRING*

write in ink 
as green as 
arsenic wallpaper that
killed Napoleon 

take photo of azure 
hole in clouds
inebriate your 
eyes 
chartreuse leaves
their new spring 

leap into fresh untamed
season but bide a 
while bide a while burn 
your Russian amber
drink your Irish tea 
stay away from strange 
men on the internet who 
want you only for your body
not your kink—a lust for agility
with language—nor your 
madness, this insanity of 
growing old, instant flare
your sun into seed your ardour
blackens flesh to bone & devouring

* Title from Sylvia Plath, “Spinster” in The Colossus (Faber & Faber, 2008).

Words in italics from Sylvia Plath, “Epitaph for Fire and Flower” in Collected Poems  

(Faber & Faber, 1981).

Amanda Earl



THERE’S NO PEACE AT MY CAMPFIRE 

I’m white, male, middle-aged and alone.
Instead of thinking I’m a serial killer, 
as I’d hoped, my neighbours are convinced 
I’m a widower, and keep inviting me over 
for hot dogs. 

Teenage employees are patrolling the area 
in starched khakis, hating the world. 
Right now, they would kill to be hanging out at 
the Mr. Sub and I’m nervous. I hear them 
plotting in the dark, prattling on their devices like 
North Korean spies.  

Even the stars are busy, a sky-full of chic Ikea lamps, 
illuminating my dusty corners. Once inspiring, they are now 
annoyingly successful friends who just can’t take 
the hint; showing up when you haven’t cleaned. 
I, too, am a scattering of particles born in the big bang, 
I want to tell them. So don’t be so smug.  

There’s no peace at my campfire tonight.
I envy the teens; the simplicity of their hatreds: 
the brand of one’s shoes, the music  
one listens to. I am jealous of the families, 
their sprawling episodes: there is air to breathe 
behind childproof locks, the crises that
contain them. 

Rocco de Giacomo
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In limbo, where I come from, 
ask the question where do I belong? 
and you risk drowning. 



LAST SEEN

You are approaching the point in a journey 
that never fails to make you uneasy: a foreigner 
on a near-empty city bus in a landscape 
becoming increasingly rural. 

The scenery between villages slides by,
a table slanted in candlelight, catching 
the sidelong glances of the locals, the glint
of teeth, the quiet so close to the skin. 
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BESTIARY

There is no place to hide
before God

 whose name we invented 
as if our imagination needed a shelter 
from the storm or a hut of our own 
to come home to or, perhaps, a safe 
to put away our terrific 
 treasures.  

There is no place to hide 
before animals, 

 themselves nameless, 
each, a shimmering pulse of light, moving,
breathing as one ravenous burning flame, 
 hooved, clawed or fanged,
remains under the skin 
 that inexorable

bliss, devouring its tail.

Miki Fukuda



A SCAR

Gwendolyn MacEwen had it right.
It’s easy to brag about a scar.

Only the owner knows the flinty
edge, the possible savagery 

of the knife, the Shakespearean 
history. Therefore, go ahead 

and brag, make a myth or become 
an outlaw, but it’s never ordinary.

Was it an accident or self-defence?
The audience will never know,

only the poet and the assassin.
Was there violence, a discovery

or a calm acceptance? Was 
a surgeon involved, sutures

or staples? Was there a shiver 
along your spine or a cut 

so white-hot that a Spartan 
would deem it worthy.  

It’s a code of honour, 
an ancient runes made flesh, 

a catalogue 
of recklessness and beauty.

Edward Dewar
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DON’T ASK

And when, my fellow ephemeral blip,
not just you but the whole leaking ship,
the show we thought would run and run,
spins, like a top, to its end, like a stone
through the stony-faced planets drops,
what, oh, what then? Think of the man-hours you’ve spent
at your post, plugging away pen in hand
while the world plunged. Think of the cathedrals
those craftsmen took centuries to build,
the glorious vaults they’d start and never live
to see finished, the roofs now dispersing slate by slate,
falling to pieces, tumbling through the ether,
piano keys, blank pages, scraps of note-paper,
all like snowflakes into black water… And your words,
when it goes, when it all goes,
and you’ve long since taken your leave,
little believer, will they really pitter-patter
across the eardrums of some expiring soldier,
fizzle on the screen of some faraway monitor?

Richard Sanger



CORD

First the forces: gases, heat and radiation; 
stars. We are stardust 
sing the physicist and bard. 

We are quartz and bats and roses, 
we are poetry: Rimbaud, Blake. 
Baudelaire, Bidart. 

We’re fugue of Bach and Glass; Celan. 
World gets into us every breath. 
Yes to every sentence.

I held to the imbecile cord—till it ripped. 

When the diagnosis arrived,  
we flew to a city of history and art, 
visited galleries, stood before works 

that made a life seem timeless. 
The paintings I looked at longest were the Turner 
waterscapes: ships and mists, conflating waves—

wild violets and yellows, flaming greys. 
Creaturely chaos. Suns, the seas. 
And in my mouth: the froth. 

Elana Wolff
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UNTAMED HEART

Candles spark and flicker on the Cardiac 
 Unit, one for each year of my mother’s untamed 
  heart. Her ticker flutters wilder than the rhythms 

of eighty-eight birthdays before. Beds in the Quad 
 cradle four heart patients, one for each chamber 
  of the wordless heart. The lifespan longer 

than a brief blow, but life occluded if drugs 
 don’t drain fluid from flooded lungs. Tick and beat 
  to rest of a wild heart, a roommate 

lifts out of her hospital bed. Dressed in red, 
 she draws aside my mother’s curtain 
  and croons her take on the birthday song. 

This birthday party grows no wilder, but fonder. 
 You’d think Tom Waits was croaking Frank’s Wild Years 
  or Old Shoes about the heart not born to be tamed.

Anthony Labriola



ARS POETICA

I went on and on to a thousand pages of it. 
—Gertrude Stein, “Composition as Explanation”

Gertrude, what have you missed:
the ins and outs of DNA, the character

as map, how to fix those vicious little
sentences, the late summer French

café full of soldiers and pets?
Perhaps a medicine to fix the sentence,

a therapy for overcoming the short
poem. But where is the blood?

Order can be a mania please.  
The bones betray a kind of trust

in genome, workspace, love.
The heart can only take so much. 

Electroshock, sweeteners, mistrust
are elements of the new poetic. 

There are better ways to dissociate.
Come round and we’ll complete

the needed forms, faith, address
future crimes, before they take effect.

George Moore
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THE MEGAFAUN: FACT OR FICTION?

It’s thought they died with their necks bent.
The twelve-foot splay of their antlers
the tonnage of their antlers driving
their muzzles into ploughshares.

A sacred knot in their shoulders
a perpetual shrug in their shoulders heaving
their bodies over plains endless with grass
their heat through continents of ice

their breath into steam at the treeline.
It’s thought their antlers were crates
their antlers crated with intelligence
chocked by their own overreach

heaped too much with knowing themselves
incapable, themselves their likeliest end
and the end of all seditious heft
sent them nosing through the dirt

their nostrils shattering open like cockpits
their throats like fuselage capping with dirt
formidable landing gear still retracted
into the hatches in their chests and haunches.

Andy Verboom



HOW TO MAKE MONEY FROM HOME

Woken by the erratic siren;
coyote weaving the valley

chanting code: three yips, a howl,
pause. Looped. The moon floods

the frozen world, the coyote’s voice
stitches together our careful, private

distances. So close at one point
she seemed just under my window,

calling up. Calling on all the corroded
things I work to forget. Come morning

the ferries are fucked up again—engine
trouble. Someone’s hacked my email

telling all my contacts how they can make
money from home. At night the rain sounds

uncoordinated, falling in heavy and light pieces.

Tia McLennan
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NUDITY IS A SIGN OF REGRESSION 

a scalpel slice. a fragment.

in order to. in order to draw attention. a man’s gaze. 

a perfect small breast. an elbow bent upward. dangling cigarette. 

to fill in. to fill in a desire. an absent face. 

smell perfection. dimensional. a freshly inked chest. 

between breasts. a suggestion of more. 

a mirror. a hiding behind. 

to hide behind leg and arms. a camera viewpoint. lens filter. 

to watch. to watch as she lifts her blouse over head. 

to lead away. past. 

to puzzle more over a missing. to miss even what’s revealed. itself. 

to piece what’s absent. to want a more in less.

oysters or pomegranate seeds. dispersal.

gary lundy
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Selections from the Vallum
Chapbook series
For a complete list of titles, see www.vallummag.com/chapbook.html



from String Practice 

(Vallum Chapbook Series, No. 21)

STRING QUARTET

What was it that you heard 
half a century ago, transfixed there
at the top of the stairs, the evening
pink above suburban rooftops, the radio
left playing by the homework
on your desk? How did you know,
you who knew nothing
of Europe, or deafness, or love,
that someone finally was telling the truth?

Jan Zwicky
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from Sonnets on a Night Without Love 
(Vallum Chapbook Series, No. 20)

SPACETIME

We Twitter, Tinder, Tumblr through eternity. Loquacious 
text messages flit from fingertips, waves of data spill 
through our skulls. Every cm2 of oxygen overflowing
with bank PINs, girls in yoga pants, the frequencies 
of whale cries. Digital clouds brim with selfies and rain 
videos on how to cook coconut shrimp. Sepia filtered
photographs prowl for leaks in blood brain barriers. Outside 
our windows tree roots evolve into wires and birds trilling
sing the world electric. Every night we Facetime kiss perfect
glass lips before bed and utter our sincerest prayers to our daily
blogs. We travel the world from screen to screen (breast 
to breast incognito.) The shortest distance between
home and work is a TV episode. Each hour is twenty songs.
We have lived a hundred lives in a breath and court ten lonely
women with a click. Emails trundle on invisible tracks of sky, 
racing sexting winks and viral videos for our attention. Air
is composed of pixels and a radio bleeds white static. The world’s
digital heartbeat only slows when I face the empty stare of a dead
battery. A boy on the subway scans my image without blinking. 
Women download my face in a glance. A minute is tortured.
Lifetimes breed under each fingernail and wait to explode.

Yusuf Saadi



POSTHUMAN

We were busy worshipping
words. Shipping worlds

through string. We held eardrums
to heartbeats to confirm

we were still alive. Someone unchained
the sun from its orbit. We watched it drift

like a curious child beyond the Oort cloud. Dimming
until it was another star in the night’s freckles

and even the day lost its name. We looked
at our hands with unfamiliarity. Trying to understand

the opaqueness of texture. Our molting bones 
discarded. Our new elbows reptilian.

The latest language stripped of meter,
rhyme, beauty. We were warned: there are no straight lines in nature.

Women sang new myths. Men planted
numbers in the soil to see if the fruits 

could solve our problems. We invented
new gods and crooned when we remembered

how to brush each other’s hair. Music played
in a distant nerve. Insects danced 
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in a different hemisphere of our brain
or of the earth. We often tried to look up

but we could only see our feet
alien and hairless. 



AUBADE 
 
—for Nancy J

Hoarfrost eyes and myrrhed pillow. Sky 
already paled. Blanket embering.
The sun’s breath through your blinds— 
oranging the minutes. You run
your fingers under milk-warm
water.

 Sunrise crowned while I slept: 
  blood on shivered clouds. Night 
 rime crept through dearths 
 of colour. Scraps of light.
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Henry Kronk: You were just elected [or, as I should have said, appointed] 
to be the parliamentary poet laureate. Congratulations, by the way.

George Elliott Clarke: Thank you, Henry. Merci beaucoup.

HK: Would you have thought twice about [accepting] that appointment 
had Stephen Harper’s government won the last election?

GEC: [laughing] I am pleased to say that, in my official capacity, I am 
nonpartisan, and, as much as possible, apolitical.

HK: How is that possible?

GEC: I know, how is it possible? It’s easy. Because when we think about 
what’s really important—well, let me put it this way: everything’s political. 
I don’t deny that everything is. What you decide to eat, what you decide 
to wear, where you decide to live, these are all political questions in the 
end, or there are political aspects to them. You never can avoid politics 
completely.

On the other hand, you don’t always have to take a partisan position. 
You don’t have to take a policy position that’s identified with a particular 
political party. That’s how I prefer to interpret my role. 

I have to follow the example of the people who appointed me. I’m ap-
pointed by the Speaker of the House of Commons and the Speaker of the 
Senate. The speakers cannot be partisan or they would lose the support 
of the House of Commons and the Senate. So, as the speakers can’t be 
partisan, I can’t be partisan. I’m following them; they are my guides.

HK: Have you found yourself biting your tongue?

A Nonpartisan Conversation with George Elliott Clarke

Interview by Henry Kronk
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GEC: I don’t represent me, just me, in this position. I represent parlia-
ment, and through parliament, the people of Canada. If I take that role 
seriously, then I cannot be partisan. I have to check that. I can be partisan 
in the voting booth, but I can’t be partisan in public.

HK: I admire your integrity.

GEC: I’ve got a little bit [laughter]. About that much [holding up closely 
pinched fingers].

HK: Anyone else doing research about your political views, or your his-
tory of writing about politics, knows you have a great interest in Pierre 
Elliott Trudeau.

GEC: Yes.

HK: Not to mention sharing a middle name.

GEC: Yes …

HK: Is it uncanny that his son now leads the government that you repre-
sent poetically?

GEC: For those who cannot see this interview, let it be said that I am smil-
ing right now. I think it’s kind of neat that the stars have aligned them-
selves in this way. I don’t mind, personally, I really don’t mind, that I have 
been appointed at this particular time in our history. And I’m not making 
any comments pro or con about our government. I’m being nonpartisan 
again. I’ll just say, personally, that it’s a joy for me. I do think—and I’m be-
ing nonpartisan still—I think I can say in a nonpartisan way, there seems 
to have been a mood shift in the nation in the last few months. At least, 
as a poet, speaking simply as a poet, I feel there has been a shift. I think 
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people are feeling … better … and wanting to move things forward a little 
bit more than maybe was the case in the past. 

This is a wonderful moment for me personally if I can register some of 
those feelings of movement … of progress … of spring! It’s spring again, 
you know? It’s that sense. Maybe I’m deluded, but talking to the taxi 
driver, talking to regular folks like ourselves on the street, on the bus, on 
the Toronto subway, people seem to be in a better mood right now. For 
whatever reason. [laughter]

HK: Let’s talk about Canticles (forthcoming, Guernica, 2016), [a text 
Clarke describes as an epic].

GEC: Oh, wow, thank you.

HK: I want to preface this by reading something from [the introduction 
to] Whylah Falls (Gaspereau) which came out in 1990. To summarize, you 
talk about how the epic has passed as a form of literature.

[reading] Perhaps the apparent impossibility of the epic in our times is akin 
to the impossibility of the continued existence of Canada as a sovereign state. 
Perhaps the Canadian is a metaphor for the epic poet.

GEC: So you’d like me to respond to that comment?

HK: I’d like you to respond to the fact that you wrote that in 1990 and, as 
of this fall, the first installation of your own epic is coming out.

GEC: Henry, right on. I think when I wrote that introduction to Whylah 
Falls, I was really nervous about the whole idea of a long narrative poem, 
or a narrative lyric suite. Because that’s what that collection really is, 
it’s a novel in poetry. But it’s a collection of poetry that tells a narrative 
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throughout. It’s a kind of mini epic, or a stab in the direction of the epic, 
and I’m happy to say it was reviewed as an epic by one major American 
journal, which is very nice.

I had accepted the idea at the time from a lot of the critics I was reading 
in the late 80s and the mid 80s that the epic was passé, and you couldn’t 
write them anymore. But 1990 is the same year that Derek Walcott 
published Omeros, which is definitely an epic. So there I am with Whylah 
Falls coming out and there was Omeros. But then Vikram Seth published 
The Golden Gate and then Anne Carson’s Autobiography of Red, which is a 
verse novel, comes out in 1998, so there have been a lot of these things.

HK: What has been the gestation period for Canticles?

GEC: I started the first ones consciously in 2008, eight years ago in 
February. In Zanzibar. I deliberately went to Africa to start Canticles, 
deliberately! Because, yeah, I had to, I had to be on African soil in a magi-
cal place like “Zanzibar, a spice island,” to start thinking about slavery, 
imperialism, colonialism, the image of the black or the African in Western 
cultures and literatures. These are the three concerns of the texts, espe-
cially book one, which is coming out this November from Guernica. 

Right now, it’s between 400 and 500 pages. I think book two and book 
three will be a lot shorter. I don’t have the energy anymore to sink eight 
years into one book. But I’m personally … happy [laughter] … with the 
way it has been developing.

HK: I want to return to the idea of the Canadian as a metaphor for the 
epic poet. Is this something you still believe?
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GEC: I went through the Free Trade election in 1988. I fought that elec-
tion with my MP, Howard Douglas McCurdy, in the trenches of Windsor, 
Ontario, in October and November. 

Passions were running high. I really believed that we were going to lose 
something that was specifically Canadian, something very special, if we 
went into the Free Trade agreement with the United States. We did that, 
then we went into NAFTA, and we’ve gone into 20,000 trade agreements 
since.

I’m no longer the fire-breathing nationalist I was almost 30 years ago, 
but I still would caution everyone to think twice before we rush into some 
agreement. A quick example: back in the mid-1990s, there was a lot of 
pressure from the national banks in Canada to merge. They wanted to 
merge. They wanted to bulk up and, as they were saying, take on the 
opposition, [they] wanted to compete with the other major banks, which 
basically meant American banks. So it was their plan, if they could join up 
with each other, to go buy American banks and be a part of the interna-
tional competition. 

Well, we all know what happened with those banks that did tend to load 
up on American assets. They ended up suffering badly during the global 
liquidity crisis of ‘07 to—when did it end? I’m not sure it has, it’s still rip-
pling through, rippling through the global economy. 

But the Canadian banks did very well during the major part of the down-
turn because they weren’t allowed to merge. The Chrétien government 
saw, in its wisdom, that it was important to maintain a regulated bank-
ing environment. When American banks were collapsing left, right, and 
centre, in ‘07, ‘08, ‘09, 2010, everyone was looking jealously north of the 
border.
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They didn’t have the same kind of regulatory environment that we had. 
And we kept [that environment] because we had that much nationalism, 
a little teensy-weensy bit of nationalism to understand that we had to 
have control over or own finances in order to maintain some degree of 
say over our dollar, over interest rates, investment, etc. It doesn’t mean 
that we don’t still work in lock step with everyone else, but it’s important 
to have just a modicum of nationalism when it comes to economics—

HK: So Canadian poets have ensured the nation’s banks against their 
own ruin?

GEC: [laughter] I shouldn’t be straying into political economy at all. I’m 
leaving it up to everybody to make their own decisions. Let me say that I 
suspect that all the parties have good fiscal policies [laughter].
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Any respectable overview of recent poetry from Britain and Ireland might 
begin by lauding the canonical talents of those British and Irish poets 
who inhabit a living Valhalla, so well-accepted are their achievements. 
If a reviewer were to opt for this approach, they would reach first for the 
work of Professor Sir Geoffrey Hill, Oxford Professor of Poetry, who has 
produced perhaps the greatest body of late verse written in English since 
Yeats. The reviewer’s arm would then stretch to the shelf supporting the 
works of Tony Harrison, the classicist, dramatist and author of V, the 
most accomplished long poem from Britain in the last thirty years; and 
finally our reviewer would look to the poems of Michael Longley, Seamus 
Heaney’s exact contemporary and fellow Ulsterman whose work contin-
ues to grow in stature well into his eighth decade.

Alternatively, such an overview might consider poets currently at the 
height of their careers, if not always at the height of their talents; Carol-
Ann Duffy, the Scottish poet of Irish extraction who is the UK’s current 
poet laureate; Glyn Maxwell, a poet-dramatist whose formal éclat and 
verbal brilliance can deliver a knockout on those occasions when he has 
something to say; or Simon Armitage, perhaps the best-known British 
poet among North American readers, whose work mines seams first 
unearthed by his fellow Yorkshireman Ted Hughes, albeit in verse that 
comes directly from life now and the living language, rather than Hughes’ 
at-times leaden mythopoesis.

Either of these reviews might be informative to readers, especially if they 
included slightly less frequently discussed poets such as J. H. Prynne (a 
daystar in the firmament of poets’ poets) or the somewhat faded gifts 
of Don Paterson, who burst on to the British poetry scene twenty years 
ago with Nil-Nil but whose subsequent productions seem increasingly to 
have relied on established models and verse forms rather than a desire 
to express or make things new. A final option for our putative navigator 
of recent poetry from the UK and Ireland might be a breathless canter 

Perspectives on New Poetry from Britain and Ireland

by James W. Wood
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through the young and promising. Taking this route, our reviewer would 
pad out their discussion of the young writer’s skinny published oeuvres 
with notes of who has won which award or residency reserved for 
younger writers, who shows “exceptional promise” and which writers’ 
works are “redolent of the early work of X” and so forth. 

All of these are roads more travelled, and the interested reader can easily 
find what they are looking for by scanning web pages from the British 
Council, the British Poetry Society or the Irish Writers Centre. For now, 
I want to introduce Vallum’s readers to three new voices, none of whom 
are particularly young, venerated or the recipients of enormous financial 
endowments from various prize-giving bodies. Nonetheless, these poets’ 
reputations are growing as they do what poets should, changing the way 
their readers look at the world with their verse. 

Before going further, it’s as well to record that British and Irish poetry 
has not escaped the developed world’s obsession with literature as an 
expression of identity politics. It is as true of UK and Irish poetry as it 
is of Canadian and, more so, American poetry that many writers define 
themselves by their sexual orientation, ethnicity or politics almost before 
a word has been written or read; one poet was even able to win “Scottish 
Book of the Year” two years ago without being Scottish, living in or writ-
ing about Scotland, or having a Scottish publisher. However, the poet’s 
credentials, in terms of ethnic diversity, sexual orientation and psycho-
social radicalism were otherwise impeccable. 

Such an atmosphere arguably rewards the appearance of surface soils 
over any substrate, making it difficult for those who may be unremark-
able in other ways—one wonders what kind of pitch Emily Dickinson 
might have made for herself when applying for a fellowship in our cen-
tury—to stake a claim for readers’ attentions purely on the basis of the 
quality of their work. 
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One writer making such a claim is the Yorkshire poet and novelist Steve 
Ely (www.steveely.co.uk). Like a blacksmith bending the language to his 
desired form, Ely is The Ramones to Simon Armitage’s Billy Idol, someone 
who doesn’t just observe or comment, but alters the way English is written 
to include an imagined English mythos that flits between twelfth-century 
mysticism and modern politics. In his first collection, Oswald’s Book of 
Hours (Smokestack Books, 2013), Ely offers a series of “euangelium”, or 
quasi-religious messages, from figures as diverse as Wat Tyler, hero of 
the 1381 peasant’s revolt, and a soldier killed in the Falklands conflict with 
Argentina in 1982. Throughout, Ely’s aim is to reclaim Englishness for a 
pre-reformation idea of the country as a shared commons: “I know one 
thing / and one thing only: the rabble is the / pulse-blood of England. 
Don’t forget it.” Ely’s strikingly distinctive voice brings together his fellow 
Yorkshiremen Ted Hughes’ talent for myth-making and Simon Armitage’s 
directness. Radical and virulently, unashamedly reinventing what it 
means to be English, his is the most remarkable new voice to appear in 
British poetry in recent years. 

Isobel Dixon (www.isobeldixon.com) is an altogether different kind of 
writer, arguably from a background more commonly found among poets. 
Born in South Africa to a family with Scottish heritage and educated in 
South Africa and then at the University of Edinburgh, where she studied 
linguistics, one can already feel the aforementioned, now-almost-clichéd 
mode of “living between cultures” about to make itself apparent, in which 
writers in the developed world take as their theme being Jamaican/
Indian/French/other and living in London/New York/Boston/Toronto/
other.  And yet Dixon distinguishes herself from the mass of multi-
cultural writers through her sparse, considered poems that manage to 
be oblique yet still hit their emotional target. Paradox, from her second 
collection, The Tempest Prognosticator (Salt, 2012), is worth quoting in 
full: There’s no telling what / will make the heart leap, frog- / like, landing 
with a soggy plop. / Love startles, makes a mockery / of us, and yet we 
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lie awake / at night and croak and croak for it.” Such deft terseness is 
typical of her work; her third collection, Bearings, has just been published 
by Nine Arches Press in the UK and those interested by her work can find 
out more at www.ninearchespress.com 

Born in Dublin and a life-long resident of that city, Noel Duffy (www.
noelduffy.net) boasts the astonishing background of being both a  
former screenwriter and professional experimental physicist. He has 
published two collections of poetry with Ward Wood in London (www. 
wardwoodpublishing.co.uk). His most well-known poems are already 
among the most anthologised in modern Irish writing, with the prize- 
winning “Daisy Chain” having now appeared in no fewer than four anthol-
ogies of Irish poetry, as well as being broadcast on radio and television. 
As with Isobel Dixon, though Duffy’s work might at first seem to inhabit a 
semi-cliché of modern writing—in his case, the conflict (or perhaps false 
dichotomy) between scientific reason and artistic expression—Duffy’s 
sensibility and cinematic eye for detail enable him to transcend the well-
worn tropes of this mode of writing—i.e., using scientific language and 
processes to describe emotional phenomena—to deliver verse that, at 
its best, repays repeated readings to appreciate its subtlety. In “Fluores-
cence”, from Duffy’s second collection, On Light and Carbon, the act of 
catching a girl’s eye in the library is compared to “hidden frequencies” 
that “steal / this light in an atomic resonance, their electrons / excited 
to a higher state.” Duffy’s third collection, Summer Rain, has just been 
published by Ward Wood.

All three of these writers represent vital new departures for English-
language writing in their respective countries. It’s also worthy of note that 
none of them has, as yet, been taken up by one of the major British or 
Irish poetry publishers, a fact which is either testament to the huge range 
of talents currently in evidence in these countries, or suggests that the 
entire notion of a “big publisher” has lost its relevance. Either way, talents 
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such as these deserve the attention of a wider readership, especially 
in North America, where all too often exposure to poetry from other 
countries comes larded with the biases of a university or government arts 
body. I urge readers to discover these writers, and others like them, for 
themselves in the way that the internet now makes possible for us.
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There have been a few times where a fact was presented to 
me, cold and hard and entirely out of the realm of criticism, 
and the unbiased communication of the fact shifted the entire 
lens through which I view the world. Good poetry, like good 
theory and philosophy and mathematics are powerful in that 
they can destabilize the foundation of what we have forever 
accepted as truth. I am speaking of theories that philosophers 
have spent years attempting to disprove but persistently 
failed. It is in the failure to disprove, it is when a piece has 
surpassed debate, that then we must make room in our rewrit-

ing of our own stories as well as the stories of the world. This is hard. It is 
hard to accept something as integral to our identity as the stories we tell 
that could also be so critically false. We have beliefs about literature; we 
value the narrative voices we consume and internalize them as a means 
to translate value from our experiences as the protagonists of our own 
reality. Jordan Abel’s book of poetry, Injun, destabilizes Western texts 
and forces us to engage in a new conversation with the literature that has 
been a cornerstone for writers, readers and critics for hundreds of years. 

Injun is an artful exploration of the brutal colonialism that informs which 
voices are privileged. This privileging has orchestrated the acceptable 
methods, namely the way we use language, to frame both our public 
and personal histories. Abel employs an erasure method to Western 
novels, a process of cutting and repasting found texts, to probe beneath 
the surface of their decorative language. It is a sacrosanct retelling of 
these classic narratives—one that holds accountable authors through the 
simple representation of what was there, without argument or diatribes 
or magnanimous imagery. Abel violates personal beliefs—he decon-
structs language that we have hoisted on a pedestal and interrogates 
the wide-range of racist implications such privileging connotes; namely, 
through our authorization of ideologies that condone marginalization and 
subjugation of indigenous people. 

A Map of Violence: Jordan Abel’s INJUN and the Failures  

of the Western Library

(Vancouver, BC: Talonbooks, 2016. $16.95. 112 pages)

Review by Julie Mannell
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Injun is equal parts sociological and poetic exploration of the Western 
Canon. In many ways it can function as a map that guides us through 
stories, not only as they exist on the page, but as they exist as idioms 
that take up space and are capable of influencing people as individuals, 
as members of a collective culture, and as global citizens. Each page is a 
flat fact. The Western Canon has played a pivotal role in the way people 
valorize the political acts that for centuries have preyed upon indigenous 
peoples.  As you scroll through line after line, the way one might follow 
a path from one geological site to another, it is fairly obviously beyond 
contention that these texts are also combat zones. This was written. 
Large groups of people edited, published, and purchased these words. 
These words are hurtful and hateful and ripe with injustice. Words can be 
battlegrounds. A word can be a kind of war. 

As these critiques emerge, and I hope there are more, I can’t help think-
ing about the way my own identity is being recreated. There are a few 
identities: me as Canadian, me as writer, me as reader, me as ethicist…
they spiral. Yet so much of my own identity has been informed by myth. 
We create myths about literature and history so that we can excuse or 
applaud hedonistic efforts to disenfranchise large groups of people to 
take what we want but do not need. It is a method for moralizing the  
immoral.

I feel I am maybe doing a disservice to Abel who is a skilled poet, who 
crafts language the way a darner might crochet, by focusing so intensely 
on the broader context of his stunning work. I want to pause at lines, 
“money shook like rattlers” or “two yards of bright luck” and yes—Jordan 
Abel is an expert poet. This process of traditional critique that I would 
use when entering into any other work feels, in this instance, inappropri-
ate and trivial. 
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It is trivial because the work moves beyond these conventions in poetic 
analysis. This isn’t a book of poetry alone. It is a documentary about the 
way violence forces a breakdown in language and how interpretation 
shatters when we speak to manifest meaningless hate. The world col-
lapses. The words are only sounds. Injun isn’t just good; it is singular and 
essential.
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For many, poetry is a form of reading, a way of responding to 
language with language; so it is far from uncommon for a book 
of poems to begin with an epigraph as Margo Wheaton’s new-
est collection, The Unlit Path Behind the Woods begins:

 This is our misfortune
 and maybe
 our small grace:

 we throw words at the dark
 and the dark comes
 back to us…

The quote comes from English-Canadian poet John Thompson who 
was a troubled alcoholic and whose work and addiction dovetail with 
Wheaton’s new collection. After the epigraph primes the reader, the book 
moves to a proem, a single-poem section that sets up the major motifs 
and narrative: a drunk teenage girl, “that Wheaton girl” (clearly, a lyrical 
stand-in for the poet herself), is carried home by the local druggie and 
bad boy, Jeffrey Melanseon: “The boy with the bad reputation carrying / 
a girl, unconscious in his arms.” Themes of destructive alcoholism, rebel-
lious grief [the speaker’s mother “left”] and small-town scandal begin an 
inchoate journey here. 

The poems proceed mostly in traditional free verse lyrics, some of 
which employ the lyric I, but most a second-person point of view that 
addresses a romantic partner, friends/members of the community, and 
the speaker’s daughter. The narrative centres around a friend killed in 
a drunk driving accident. Here, the modes of traditional storytelling are 
challenged, as the dead woman’s eight-year-old daughter is witnessed 
“instinctively feeling / for narrative.” The speaker describes and immedi-
ately speculates:

Margo Wheaton’s THE UNLIT PATH BEHIND THE HOUSE

(Montreal, QC: McGill-Queen’s University Press, 2016, $16.95, 106 pages) 

Review by Bill Neumire
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 Squinting up, her face
 seems to say let me
 speak to the artist

 in charge.

Though the book is ostensibly narrative, employing characters (Rhonda, 
Karen, Paul, Jeffrey, unnamed neighbours, friends, parents) it’s in this mo-
ment when poetry makes the most sense. When the reassuring simplicity 
of an arc doesn’t fit experience. Poetry’s ability to fragment, discomfort, 
and reassemble takes over in these troubles, though Wheaton imbues 
her writing with traditional fiction elements, such as incorporating dia-
logue and moments of free indirect discourse. Then she blends the lyric 
image with narration, as here in “Torn”:

 Your graduation ring was the only
 thing they’d recovered.

 How it must have looked
 in the day’s first light,
 inside that wreckage, whole

 and shining. 

As here, she has this ability to hit on an image and let it talk with its reso-
nance instead of ruining it with intrusive reportage. It is as if being seen 
is more real than anything else, or as the speaker says later, it’s as though 
light makes objects “more like themselves.”

The collection often works with a tone of dark mystery, but in and around 
those moments are moments of romance and sensuality, moments that
exalt touch to the highest sense, as in “Joyride”: “How I wanted / to take 
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your wrist in my palm, feel its wild / robin rebellion.” The book is threaded
with a few major motifs, and the most central is alcoholism, which 
begins in the speaker’s memory of her own alcoholic father, but even in 
the description of the aftermath of the drunk driving accident that kills 
the speaker’s neighborhood friend, there is art and poetry in the “black-
orange of the collision.” The speaker’s relationship to addiction creates 
a quiet anger, grappled with in instances like this one from ‘’The Path 
Behind the House”:

 We don’t know how to surrender.
 This evening, one of us will be walking

 the unlit path behind the house, waiting
 for the remnants of anger 

 to fall. 

It’s as though there is always, even in silence and stillness, a muted, 
ambient violence prowling. 

In addition to the light/darkness motif, the book is infused with color and 
allusions to visual artists and their paintings, frequently in an effort to 
find healing. Wheaton follows a familiar poetic trope of apologizing for 
what can’t be articulated with lines like, “woods are words you know and 
cannot say” or in this section from “Broken”:

 faced with the refrain
 of the forest breathing, you can’t
 think of a single sentence to formulate 
 an invocation.

Sometimes this ineffable impulse leads to interiority, as here in “In the 
Beginning”:
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 How the inner world turns
 into landscape: a kingdom,

 a desert, the pathway
 through woods.

And sometimes it leads to a discomfort with fate: “We long / to forget 
lines we know.” The unlit path of the title is archetypally connected to 
fate, but it’s also dark and unknown, juxtaposed with the familiarity of the 
house. 

One way poetry differs from narrative prose is its ability to break lines 
in order to ambiguate, complicate, and multiply meaning and possibil-
ity; and Wheaton demonstrates careful consideration of linebreaks, as in 
these lines from “What Begins with Endings”: “In the arid landscape // 
of your divorce.” Here, the break—especially with the added white space 
of the stanza break—conveys the suddenness of life-altering moments 
such as divorce (or drunk driving accident, etc.). Wheaton also shows 
a devotion to pathetic fallacy and metaphor that at times adds depth 
and resonance, but can also come off as clichéd or distracting. When 
it’s working, it comes forward in surprising images and juxtapositions, 
such as, “How gratitude // shines like a missing earring / discovered in a 
boot-toe.” Again it appears here: “The tiered night / unfolding like water.” 
It’s startling, especially as it contrasts other worn moments, as the book, 
though it shines in instances of arresting imagery, is inconsistent in its 
delivery, just as often relying on clichés and fairly tired comparisons, 
such as, “Served you like a guiding star” or “Your life’s become / a bundle 
you’ve been carrying on your back” or even in titles like “When the Heart 
Believes It’s Found a Home.” And at times the poet pushes too hard for 
meaning-making linebreaks as here in “Instruction”: “The homemade 
sign / in the gravel lot out back pointing to More / Parking and Entrances is 
suddenly singing.” 
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Through the alcoholism and scandal, through the distance and heartache 
and the bucking against fate’s path, the speaker ultimately finds hope in 
the most basic of our senses: touch. And in this sensual experience of 
life, there is victory, as expressed here in “Rain”: 

 As if the separate parts of his body
 were mourners leaning against
 each other, touch

 the only thing that’s left
 in the long, incomprehensible night. 

It’s a quiet, subdued but palpable victory of sensuality that reminds the 
reader, “Nothing here // escapes redemption.”
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Poets often fancy their work as aspiring to music, even if the 
fame and popularity don’t quite equal out. It’s not surpris-
ing, then, to see a poet engaging in a formal dedication to 
and kinship with the famous jazz musician, Charles Mingus 
(1922-1979). Having been married to one of his three wives 
by Allen Ginsberg, Mingus himself has a unique connection 
to the world of poetry. Double bass player, jazz composer and 
civil rights activist, he has become an iconic figure. Dane Swan 
says in his newest book, A Mingus Lullaby, “This half black, 
quarter Chinese, quarter Swedish man defied the term race, 

yet labeled himself a ‘yellar nigger’” and, fittingly if curiously, Mingus 
claimed actually to be three people. Swan’s book is frequently a fictional 
conversation between himself and Mingus, reaching out to the musician 
as familiar, opening the collection with “My man Charles.” In fact, there 
are fourteen poems titled “Epitaph” and a note in the back of the book 
reads, “The epitaph poems are influenced by (...) Charles Mingus record-
ings, films, and books.” 

Throughout the poems, the speaker, like Mingus, struggles with his multi-
faceted identity. He is a distant biographer who feels himself a foreigner, 
a tourist, a black man in a white world contemplating how he got here, as 
he says in “If Roles Were Reversed,” a moment in which the poet employs 
second person to force the reader into identification: “Your descendants 
lost a war, / or, were sold by their parents for food, / or, were ambushed 
while traveling.” In fact, “associative identity disorder” subtitles a few po-
ems, and the Mingus claim about being three people is reflected through-
out with questions of identity as the book begins, “Got me wondering 
who I am // Is this Dane or Mingus? / Is this Dane, as Dane, playing 
Mingus?” Early on, this question is left uncomfortably unanswered as the 
next poem echoes, “Hello, my name is _____.” Later, the concern grows 
into, “Try as you may, / you cannot / split yourself in two” and “A condo 
is not a community.” By mid-volume it becomes a form of melancholy as 
the speaker nostalgically reflects in ‘’A Silent Revolution,” “When we 
were smaller the sky was near / (…) / Today the sky is miles away.” This 

Dane Swan’s A MINGUS LULLABY

(Toronto, ON: Guernica Editions, 2016, $20.00, 122 pages)

Review by Bill Neumire
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mode progresses into a reflection on fate’s role in one’s lot: “Sometimes 
the choice is made for you. The music writes itself.” The speaker finally 
resigns himself: “The only hope is a comfortable slavery. Fantasies of pay-
ing bills in a timely manner.” But toward the end he has a firmer sense of 
himself, reversing the old childhood chant of I know you are but what am 
I, into “I know I am, but what are you?” 

This identity crisis periodically takes the form of social critique, which is, 
at turns, directed outward, as in “(Instructions for Black men who are in-
terested in bird watching)” and “(Banking while Black)” and then inward, 
as in this section from ‘’Resuscitation”:

  I’m sick of being another need to be rescued from myself nigga. 
It’s everybody else’s fault nigga. Can’t do shit for himself nigga. 
Just one of those niggas. I’m sick of being nigga enough to think 
that you could save me. 

Some of this commentary comes in an urban, jaded, aphoristic tongue, 
as in “Violence isn’t anarchy; / it’s organized failure” or “The only way? / 
Buy a lobbyist.” At other times, the critique turns to nature, as in “Fear—
A work in two voices,” wherein the speaker, walking to bird watch at 
the park in the early morning, feels himself a suspect of white police. In 
seeing the overwhelming display of birds and nature at the park, he con-
cludes, “You’ll learn whose land this actually is / (…) / You are a guest.” 
The sometimes biting critique can also turn aesthetic, and touchingly 
ironic, as in:

 Late-night, back-alley ways
 become galleries.

 tunnels—
 cathedrals.

 Crime, holy.
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The forms here are wide-ranging, incorporating blueprints of lyrics, 
traditional lyric poems, narrative reportage, bio-poems, prose poems, 
haiku, and even elements of the screenplay. There are tombstone inscrip-
tions, advice columns, admonitions, and rules of engagement. Swan even 
invents neologisms, such as  “anglhost,” which he explains in his notes as 
“the combination of ghost, and Anglo-Saxon.” In a 2013 interview, Swan 
claimed, “Genre doesn’t exist (...) There are different ways you have to 
manipulate your work so that it fits a medium. Medium exists. For me 
writing is writing.” Given this platform and the fractured identity motif of 
the book, the multiplicity of forms makes sense. But while the range of 
forms and the social critique are timely, and in its own way impressive, 
these are too often weak poems that depend on clichés, such as a chill 
in the bones; cold hands; warm heart; time froze; or my heart bleeds. It’s fre-
quently unsurprising language, abstraction, prosaic reportage, and a too 
familiar brand of jazz-bio poem. At one point, the collection even quotes 
one of the most worn phrases in English literature, dropping “Parting is 
such sweet sorrow” and explaining the reference in the notes at the end 
of the book. The problem with these phrases is that an attuned reader, 
having seen them or their like many times before, glazes over them 
instead of experiencing the more rewarding close reading that startling 
language offers. 

“When in love, the first thing the musician explains to their lover is 
rhythm,” Swan’s speaker claims in “Grooves in Vinyl.” This collection has 
a clear desire to fall into the sort of innovative and enrapturing rhythms of 
its namesake, Charles Mingus, and Swan’s vernacular attempts to blend 
the natural commonalities between jazz and poetry: improv from scale, 
expression of identity and sorrow. The book succeeds in its moments of 
rhythm and fails in its moments of prosaic explanation, because while the 
musician may want to explain rhythm, the lover—the reader—wants to 
feel rhythm, not have it explained.
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Laurie D. Graham is a Canadian writer, reviewer, and editor 
from Sherwood Park, Alberta. Settler Education, published in 
March 2016 by McClelland & Stewart, is her second book 
of poetry. Work from this collection was shortlisted for the 
CBC Poetry Prize and Arc Poetry Magazine’s Poem of the Year 
contest, and awarded The Puritan’s Thomas Morton Prize. 
Graham’s Prairie roots are evident in all her work, and the 
landscape is particularly meaningful in her newest collection.  

In Settler Education, Graham offers us a contemplative and 
critical look at the painful and violent history of Western Canada—in 
particular, the Plains Cree uprising at Frog Lake, the imprisonment of Big 
Bear, and the European settlement of the Prairies. The collection is struc-
tured around Graham’s journey by train from Ontario to British Columbia; 
as she travels past the Great Lakes, through villages and fields, she also 
moves in and out of time, carrying us back to the 19th century. Many 
poems are named after the places she visits—Battleford, the Yellowhead, 
Fort Pitt, and Frenchman Butte—with maps and photographs to guide 
and ground the reader. As the title implies, this is a history book, one that 
rewrites the facts we’ve been taught in order to include a perspective so 
often left out, glazed over, or swept under the rug.    

Graham’s collection opens with the poem “Number One Canadian”—the 
name of the train that runs from Toronto to Vancouver, one filled with 
irony in this context. While Graham’s voice is ultimately critical, her tone 
remains meditative and tinged with sadness. There is very little anger or 
aggression in Settler Education; rather, each poem is infused with pro-
found and sincere empathy: “two women walking, misshapen. That’s 
not the word. They walk in pieces. / A grief that makes the body plural.” 
Graham’s point of view shifts throughout the work; at times she writes in 
first-person, while at others she echoes the voices of the dead. In  
“Theresa Gowanlock,” Graham embodies the wife of a European settler 
killed during the Frog Lake massacre, and creates a fictional account of 

Laurie D. Graham’s SETTLER EDUCATION

(Toronto, ON: McClelland & Stewart, 2016, $18.95, 128 pages)

Review by Megan Callahan
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her experience: “We cut the woods, thick brush, creeks and logs, / ford-
ing a stream. / On we went not knowing / where we were going.” She 
also plays with pronouns and perspectives, directly addressing the ghosts 
of Cree warriors and European settlers as You or We: “Who knows or 
cares that you were here / perched with your men over the North  
Saskatchewan River, / hauling up your life by the pail?” The overall effect 
is a sense of broken, unravelled time—but Graham’s strong use of imag-
ery keeps us firmly grounded in space and place. 

Overall, the language in Settler Education is beautifully conversational. At 
times Graham’s writing is sparse and disjointed, like the broken sen-
tences of old telegraphs: “Through tree scenes, tableaux in the dome car, 
/ the soldiers, the settlers, the track laid, the way made.” Other passages 
flow in a stream-of-consciousness river, full of subtle assonances and 
alliterations: “the travellers restless rounding the big lakes, they buy the 
wild blueberries, / they take photos of each other beside dead buildings 
along the line.” Several poems are interspersed with quotes and excerpts 
from historical texts. These add layers of meaning to the stories being 
told, and add depth to the work as a whole.  

The last dozen pages of Graham’s collection are filled with notes and 
historical references. These added bits of information give the reader 
context and help ground Graham’s work in reality. Poetry is an inherently 
abstract and metaphorical form of writing, one that falls somewhere be-
tween fact and fiction. But Graham’s ultimate purpose is to educate, and 
this is why her appended notes are intrinsically linked to the work itself. 
Without them, readers could easily forget that Settler Education is above 
all a history book—reworked and reworded to expose the indigenous 
experience we so rarely learn about in school. This is the beating heart of 
Graham’s work, the pulse we feel throughout the long journey. She wants 
us to know that these things happened. In “The Train Back,” the final 
poem of Settler Education, Graham says it herself, as clearly as she can 
and in the simplest terms: “it existed. It existed. And it exists.”
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